Product Description
ZarBoom Saffron, our premium ZarBoom saffron consists
of 100% Saffron, the highest grade of Saffron. Our
company deals directly with indigenous farmers in
Khorasan . Persian Saffron is sourced directly from
plantation to ensure purely 100% Iranian Saffron without
any adulterations. Our saffron is prepared by removing
style from stigma prior to drying in order to provide
excellent flavor, aroma and dye.
The saffron's stigma is plucked by hand through complex
procedures and dried afterwards. Being red in nature, it
contains a high level of a natural carotenoid dye that is
often used in culinary to give a luminous yellow-orange
stain to food.
Saffron' s aroma is often described by connoisseurs as
reminiscent of golden honey with grassy or hay-like notes.
Its sweet and subtle aroma makes it a good choice among
a high end luxurious beverage.

Product Description
PURE ; ZarBoom Saffron is dedicated to sourcing and distributing
only the freshest and purest grade of Saffron available in the World.
Our Saffron threads are tested and analyzed in accordance with ISO
3632 and Certified Laboratories.
QUALITY ; Not all Saffron is created equal, we take pride in offering
the highest Quality Saffron at the best price.
Our Saffron is All-Red with no yellow style or crumbs. We don't add
mositure to increase weight, and we never sell old or adulterated
product.
SAFFRON ; One should feel confident when purchasing such an
expensive spice, per weight saffron can cost more than gold.
Our farmers produce the most prized Saffron in the world which is
unmatched in Quality: Aroma, Color and Flavor.
LAB TESTED ; Each batch of our Premium Saffron is rigorously
tested to meet the highest standards in the industry. We search for
high levels of Safranal (Aroma), Crocin (Color), and Picocrocin
(Flavor).

Our Quality and type of saffron
We Provide our saffron directly from
farmers of saffron located on south
Khorasan , qhaenat city . Usually
quality of saffron shows with color ,
aroma , size and form .
In iran quality has divided to many
kind of that like super negin , normal
negin , momtaz and .. Which depends
on above items.
But usually in best quality says to it
like below :

Negin
Sargol
Pushali
Style

Pictures of Our saffron

Super Negin
Negin Grade 1
Normal Negin
Grade 3

Prices , EXW to incoterms
Number

Name of type

Price ( per gram and USD )
Wholesale

In Package

Describe

1

Super Negin

1.55

+ 0.05 to
0.09

Special for Europe and Gulf
Countries

2

Negin Grade 1

1.25

+ 0.05 to
0.09

Consumes in America Pacific ,
Eastern Asia and Iran

3

Normal Negin

1.09

-

4

Grade 3

0.90

-

Usually consumes in India ,
Bangladesh , Africa as negin

5

Narmeh saffron

0.65

+ 0.05 to
0.09

Special for consumes in TEA and
Restaurant also called as Broken
saffron with negin quality

Pictures of Packages

5 Gram

3 Gram

Details of Delivering and request
Price : EXW Price + shipping fee = Final Price FOB / Deliver to your Customs
Shipping way : Airway
During of Deliver to Customs : 3 to 7 working days depends on destination after Order
Commission of agents : 5% of selling fee / adaptive
Term of Payment : According to Deal
Contact :
What's up Number : +989122077403

Email : Info@silkroadstrade.com

